Introduction {#s1}
============

Signals between species can evolve whenever selection favors both the evolution of a signal display by a 'sender' species, and a response by a 'receiver' species ([@bib8]; [@bib47]). However, signal evolution is mediated not only by economics, but also by the psychology of receivers ([@bib18]; [@bib25]; [@bib52]; [@bib55]). In ecological communities, animals are faced with a diverse panoply of stimuli. How they categorize stimuli as worth responding to or ignoring will influence when and how signals evolve. Here, we explore how signal evolution is affected by the set of stimuli present in communities of different levels of complexity.

Warning signals are one of the best studied examples of interspecific communication -- they advertise prey defenses to potential predators, reducing negative interactions for both predator and prey ([@bib71]). Mimicry occurs when warning signals coevolve among multiple prey species. Mimics can vary in their resemblance to models, with low fidelity ('imperfect') mimics representing something of a paradox ([@bib14]; [@bib16]; [@bib36]; [@bib64]). Understanding variation in the extent of mimicry is a problem that spans evolution, ecology, and cognitive psychology ([@bib25]; [@bib46]; [@bib52]; [@bib54]), since selection on mimetic resemblance is mediated by the way that predators categorize prey as profitable or unprofitable ([@bib5]; [@bib23]; [@bib24]; [@bib31]; [@bib35]; [@bib37]; [@bib49]; [@bib61]; [@bib64]; [@bib68]).

The diversity of a community affects predator decisions about prey. For example, in an experiment with artificial prey, diversity affected how predators made decisions in response to warning signals that varied within a single, continuous dimension ([@bib31]). However, warning signals are often multicomponent, that is to say, complex -- they consist of many different traits in concert ([@bib8]; [@bib28]; [@bib47]). Indeed, genetic studies of mimicry complexes have revealed discrete variation among multiple mimetic traits ([@bib11]; [@bib33]; [@bib40]; [@bib15]). Consequently, mimetic precision depends not only on how predators generalize within traits, but also on which traits they evaluate, and how they combine them to form higher-level categories. We use the terms 'categorization' and 'generalization' in the sense that categorization behavior results from using generalizations to make decisions ([@bib60]).

The use of 'key' traits is one simple way to classify prey ([@bib4]; [@bib5]; [@bib23]) -- for example, using the rule 'avoid yellow prey' would mean that a predator would have to focus on the key trait of color ([Figure 1A](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). However, the advantage of using key traits or any other form of categorization depends on the community in which these decisions are made ([@bib5]; [@bib31]; [@bib42]). In this study we examined the effects of communities on categorization, showing that different components of diversity have critical effects on which decision rules are used, and thus selection on mimetic signals.

![Design and results of Experiments 1 - 5.\
(**A**) Properties of the experimental prey communities used in this study, with examples. All communities had a 1:1 ratio of 'good' prey to 'bad' prey. A reliable trait allowed perfect discrimination. The richness and evenness of its values varied between experiments. An unreliable trait that did not vary between experiments yielded less accurate discrimination. The exact distribution of prey in each community is given below its richness and evenness statistics, with numbers to indicate the abundance of each prey. As drawn here, shape is the reliable trait (e.g. circle = good, star = bad), whereas color is the unreliable trait (blue = good 78% of the time, yellow = bad 78% of the time). Red boxes indicate the focal prey that were compared across experiments in panels B and C (their actual colors and shapes differed among treatments). (**B**) Total discrimination subjects exhibited towards focal prey, that is the summed influence of both reliable and unreliable traits. (**C**) Subjects' relative use of the reliable trait compared with the unreliable trait for discrimination, that is the difference between the effect of reliable and unreliable traits. The y-axis indicates the difference in the ability of the reliable trait to predict behavior compared to the unreliable trait. In (**B**) and (**C**), estimates are grouped using the Bonferroni correction for multiple pairwise comparisons, and 95% confidence intervals are shown. See Methods for details on interpreting log-odds.\
10.7554/eLife.43965.005Figure 1---source data 1.Data used to generate [Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} and its supplements.Includes results from the test trials of Experiments 1--5. Please refer to [Supplementary file 1](#supp1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} for full description and analysis.](elife-43965-fig1){#fig1}

Results and discussion {#s2}
======================

The simplest, most widely studied component of diversity is species richness, the number of species found in a community ([@bib45]). It might be difficult for predators to identify and remember the properties of individual prey types in rich communities with a large variety of prey. Predators could be limited by memory capacity ([@bib5]; [@bib43]), or by the substantial risks of sampling unfamiliar species of prey, some of which might be highly unprofitable to attack ([@bib12]; [@bib30]; [@bib64]). If predators do not remember the characteristics of each discrete prey type but instead use rules (such as avoid yellow), then they could reduce the difficulty of deciding what to eat in a rich community. Therefore, it has been hypothesized that, as richness increases, predators will be more likely to use a key trait to make decisions ([@bib5]; [@bib74]). Indeed, [@bib5] found that predators *could* use a key trait to make decisions in diverse communities; however, in their experiment, if predators did not use the key trait, no discrimination was possible at all. To make strong inference that increased richness causes predators to use a key trait for decisions, it helps to include the choice to use either the key trait, or a specific, reliable trait that has more values (by values, we mean unique states or versions). This way, it is possible to determine if predators would actually switch their behavior if they did not have to.

We designed virtual prey communities where predators could either use a completely reliable trait that had many (2-8) different values to perfectly classify prey as \'good\' or \'bad\', or simplify decision-making by using an unreliable key trait (binary, with only two values) at the price of committing more errors ([Figure 1A](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). In our virtual communities, prey always had two traits (color and shape -- which one was reliable and which one was unreliable was randomized). Both traits were discrete, meaning that they could take on different values that did not grade continuously into one another. If the predator learned to identify good prey based on values of the reliable trait R, it could forage without errors. That is to say P(good\|$R_{i}^{+}$) = 1, where + indicates that the value R~i~ is positively correlated with profitability (for example, circle is always good in [Figure 1A](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). The unreliable trait U was binary, having values of U^+^ and U^-^ (for example, prey each have one of two colors in [Figure 1A](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). This binary trait only predicted whether an individual was \'good\' with a probability of 0.78 (i.e. P(good\|U^+^) = 0.78). When only two values of each trait existed in the community (e.g. circle vs. star and blue vs. yellow; Experiment 1 in [Figure 1A](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}), the same number of individuals could be classified using either shape or color. However, using the unreliable trait (e.g. color) would carry the cost of committing more errors. Cognitive psychology experiments suggest that in this situation, the reliable trait will be used to the exclusion of the unreliable one due to a phenomenon called the relative validity effect ([@bib26]; [@bib70]). In the relative validity effect, when an animal can learn to associate two cues with an outcome, it will learn to use the one that is more reliable (valid).

We recruited undergraduate student volunteers to serve as predators on our virtual prey communities. Each subject learned to forage on a grid of 36 prey during a training trial where they were allowed to attack up to 18 of the prey, and received feedback on whether each was 'good' or 'bad' to eat in the form of a smiley face with a chirp or an X with a gong sound. Their 'life bar' would also rise or fall accordingly (subjects lost twice as much life for attacking 'bad' prey than they gained for eating 'good' prey). After subjects finished the training trial, they took a test trial where they could choose as many prey as they liked, but received no feedback ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). The test trial served two purposes: 1) it allowed us to measure subjects' categorization behavior without changing it by providing feedback, and 2) because the test trial was always the same, it allowed us to compare subjects' categorization behavior after foraging in different training communities. Subjects participated in five experiments presented in random order ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}; [Figure 2---figure supplement 1](#fig2s1){ref-type="fig"}). In Experiment 1, our control to see if the relative validity effect held with our design, we found that the reliable trait was used almost exclusively ([Supplementary file 1](#supp1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

![General experimental procedures.\
Subjects were randomly assigned to one of four different treatments within each of five experiments. Between treatments, colors and shapes were shuffled with respect to 'good' and 'bad' prey to prevent subjects from generalizing across experiments.](elife-43965-fig2){#fig2}

We tested three mutually exclusive hypotheses for how predators will classify their prey as its phenotypic richness increases. Predators had to choose how much to rely on the key trait *U* at the price of committing some errors, or the completely reliable trait *R* at the price of learning about and memorizing multiple values. The first hypothesis was that they should select the former when the price of information (e.g. memory, costs of exploration) limits the profitability of using the reliable trait, so that as richness increases, they should use the unreliable trait to a greater degree (e.g. use color more and begin to ignore shape as the richness of shapes increases; [Figure 3A](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). The second hypothesis was that if the relative validity effect were an invariant aspect of predator psychology, then predators should persist in using the reliable trait across different levels of richness (e.g., learn all of the shapes across Experiments 1--3, always ignoring color; [Figure 3B](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). Indeed, associative learning experiments on the relative validity effect do not show a difference in which trait is used as the number of its values increases -- that is, subjects always use the most reliable trait ([@bib2]; [@bib48]). However, the number of trait values in these experiments has been low. A third hypothesis is that at high levels of richness, predators may not be able to parse all of the information that they are confronted with and will guess randomly with respect to the reliable and unreliable traits ([Figure 3C](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}).

![Graphical predictions of hypotheses described in the text.\
(**A**) The relative use of the reliable trait will decrease if increased prey richness causes predators to prefer the unreliable trait. (**B**) If the relative validity effect is robust to changes in richness, predators will always use the reliable trait. (**C**) If predators cannot process all of the information available in diverse communities, they will guess randomly. (**D**) If the reduced effective richness of prey in uneven communities reduces the costs of information, then use of the reliable trait will increase.](elife-43965-fig3){#fig3}

To test these hypotheses, we performed two experiments (2 and 3) that had higher richnesses than Experiment 1. Subjects used the reliable and/or unreliable traits to make decisions in all experiments ([Figure 1B](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}), which allowed us to reject the hypothesis that they would not use either trait at high diversities. In Experiment 2, where there were four values of the reliable trait (two associated with profitability, two with unprofitability), subjects decreased their use of the reliable trait significantly ([Figure 1C](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). In Experiment 3, where there were eight values of the reliable trait, subjects again significantly decreased their use of the reliable trait - in fact, they used the unreliable trait more ([Figure 1C](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). These results allow us to reject the hypothesis that the relative validity effect is constant across levels of richness. Instead, they support the hypothesis that species-rich communities carry a high price of information, either in memory constraints or the risks of acquiring information, which increases predators' tendency to use the simpler (binary) yet unreliable trait in decision-making. This is strong evidence supporting the hypothesis that in rich communities, mimicry could evolve easily on the basis of key features that predators use for identification ([@bib5]). It also supports important theoretical models of how mimicry evolves that depend upon key features ([@bib3]; [@bib4]; [@bib23]). Furthermore, this result is critical to the stability of warning signals that are parasitized by Batesian mimics because it implies that predators will not immediately switch to using more reliable traits simply because they are available. High species richness could still favor broad categorization.

The other component of community diversity is species evenness, or relative abundance ([@bib45]; [@bib69]). In every community, some species are common, while other species are rare. This 'overrepresentation' of some species and underrepresentation of others reduces the effective number of species in the community (i.e., lower evenness means effectively fewer species; [@bib34]). Consequently, it is reasonable to hypothesize that unevenness will decrease predators' use of the key trait to form categories, reversing the effect of increasing richness. In fact, prior work has shown that both higher frequencies of profitable, non-mimetic prey and lower frequencies of Batesian mimics relaxes selection on mimicry ([@bib19]; [@bib27]; [@bib32]; [@bib42]; [@bib41]; [@bib51]). Here, we ask more generally about the effects of evenness per se, where there is a distribution of relative abundance within both profitable and unprofitable prey.

In uneven communities, rarer prey types will be less important food resources. This led us to test the hypothesis that unevenness will decrease predators' tendency to categorize prey using an unreliable key trait. It predicts that in uneven communities, predators will use the reliable trait more than in an evenly distributed community with the same phenotypic richness ([Figure 3D](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}).

To test this hypothesis, we conducted two experiments with uneven communities. Experiment 4 featured the same eight phenotypes as Experiment 2, and Experiment 5 involved the precisely the same shapes and colors as Experiment 3, but in Experiments 4 and 5, one of the focal 'good' values and one of the focal 'bad' values of prey were much more abundant than the others. The reliable trait was used to a significantly greater degree in Experiment 5 compared to Experiment 3, as evinced by their placement in different *post-hoc* groupings ([Figure 1C](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). However, we observed no difference in the use of the reliable trait between Experiments 2 and 4 ([Figure 1C](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}).

The hypothesis was rejected; unevenness increased subjects' use of the reliable trait, but only at high levels of richness. We attribute this outcome to a simple cause. In both Experiments 4 and 5, where communities were uneven, predators mainly distinguished between the most abundant profitable value of the reliable trait, and all others. In other words, predators mainly attacked prey with the most abundant \'good\' value, and categorized the other values as not worth attacking. Effectively, the most abundant, good, reliable value became a preferred alternative prey. In support of this interpretation, a model that included two different values for \'good\' prey and two different values for \'bad\' prey within the reliable trait *R* fit significantly better than one that lumped \'good\' values together, and \'bad\' values together (likelihood ratio test, $\chi_{\ 24}^{2} = 70.1$, *P* \< 0.001). Predators attacked the abundant good prey much more than any other kind of prey in Experiment 5 and exhibited this behavior to a lesser degree in Experiment 4 ([Figure 1---figure supplement 1](#fig1s1){ref-type="fig"}).

Results from the uneven communities contrast with the pattern from Experiments 1--3, which shows increasing reliance on the unreliable trait with increasing richness. We suggest that the unevenness of a prey community will be negatively correlated with predators' reliance upon key traits to form categories. This may make mimicry less likely to evolve in uneven communities. Furthermore, it connects evenness, a fundamental parameter of community ecology, to the concept of alternative prey from mimicry theory: when one species of profitable, non-mimetic prey is relatively abundant, selection on other, rarer prey to evolve mimicry will be relaxed ([@bib24]; [@bib29]; [@bib31]; [@bib39]; [@bib42]).

Very few studies from natural systems have collated the data that would be required to measure the relationship between community diversity and signaling systems. [@bib74] argued that a negative relationship between mimetic precision and community diversity stems from increased generalization by predators in more diverse communities of velvet ants. Additionally, in experimentally manipulated communities of flowering plants, increased color diversity tended to increase visitation rates by pollinating insects ([@bib20]). It would be interesting to know if this occurred because individual pollinators relied on coarser phenotypic categories in richer communities.

Our hypotheses might also be applicable to subsets of communities. Particularly, specialist predators might experience smaller prey communities than generalist predators, and specialist pollinators might visit fewer species of flowers than generalist pollinators. For example, different mimicry rings of *Heliconius* butterflies are segregated by microhabitat ([@bib17]), and exposed to different suites of predators as a consequence; predation favors precise mimics within their preferred microhabitats ([@bib72]). Habitat specialization could reduce the size of the community about which a particular bird must learn, allowing them to select for precise mimicry (or none at all) because coarse categorization based on key traits would not occur.

Theoretical models suggest that other ecological conditions than those we explored here can also affect the number of traits that predators use to make decisions. Under some circumstances when the costs of attacking 'bad' prey are in a particular balance with the benefits of attacking 'good' prey, trusting only the most reliable trait may be most adaptive ([@bib53]). Yet changing the cost:benefit ratio or underlying frequency of good prey can favor using multiple traits, or using no trait at all ([@bib63]).

Conclusions {#s2-1}
-----------

Both prey richness and evenness affected predator categorization behavior. The result that richness will favor mimicry because predators use a key trait in categorization, even at the cost of decisional accuracy, was not anticipated by literature on associative learning. Generally, our results show that ecological diversity predicts both the origins and maintenance of mimicry.

Our results are relevant to problems in signal evolution beyond defensive mimicry, for all communication systems evolve within the context of communities. Floral phenotypes have long been remarked to appear similar to one another, presumably to signal to shared pollinators ([@bib50]; [@bib57]; [@bib56]; [@bib65]). It follows from our study that in richer communities, flowers could benefit from sharing key traits that allow pollinators to categorize them together. Likewise, other signals between species such as pursuit deterrence ([@bib10]), mobbing calls ([@bib44]), herbivore-induced plant volatiles ([@bib59]), and ripening fruit ([@bib73]) may also evolve to share key traits in rich, even communities. Very few studies have collated the data that would be required to measure the relationship between community context and signaling systems. Yet clearly, communities have the potential to produce striking effects on signal evolution.

Materials and methods {#s3}
=====================

Experiments {#s3-1}
-----------

Human volunteers can readily be recruited to participate in short computer games that are completely harmless and yield large quantities of data. Experiments of similar design performed by other animals and humans have yielded qualitatively similar results ([@bib1] vs. [@bib6]; [@bib13] vs. [@bib22]; [@bib35] vs. [@bib62]), although humans often learn faster. A major exception to this is XOR tasks (also called correlated features tasks), where no single dimension is helpful for categorization, but their combinations are. Humans rank XOR tasks as easier than several other kinds of tasks, but other primates rank them as more difficult ([@bib66]). Differences between humans and non-humans in this task are thought to be mediated by language ([@bib67]). Importantly, our experiments did not include XOR tasks, so human behavior is more likely to be representative of non-human species.

We designed a computer game in Psychtoolbox-3 for Matlab R2017b where subjects were asked to hunt for artificial prey ([@bib9]; [@bib38]). The general format of the game was presented to subjects during the pre-training trial, which only occurred once at the very beginning of the game. Subjects saw a grid of 36 prey that constituted a prey community. They were told that they could sample as many as 18 of those prey (half), or terminate sampling prematurely. However, in the pretraining trial they did not have the option to stop sampling early. This forced them to participate long enough to understand the basics. When they attacked a 'bad' prey, it was immediately covered with an X while a gong noise played and the screen froze for two seconds. In addition, a life bar on the side of the screen would decrease. If subjects attacked a 'good' prey, it would be covered with a smiley face while a chirp sounded, no time penalty occurred, and the life bar immediately increased. The amount of life lost from attacking 'bad' prey was twice that gained from attacking 'good' prey, but the life bar did not change over time unless subjects attacked, that is they had no penalty for moving slowly or quickly. In the pretraining trial, all prey were 'bad', and the subject's life bar was set low to start so that they would die after attacking four prey. When they died, a lonesome whistle sounded and the screen froze for two seconds. We arranged the pretraining trial in this way so that all subjects would begin the experiments from the same starting point, and be more likely to pay attention to avoiding 'bad' prey in addition to finding 'good' prey.

Once subjects had completed pretraining, they were told that they would now proceed to the real game, which was the first experimental training trial. Subjects were randomly assigned to an experiment, and within that experiment, randomly assigned to a treatment. Treatments were designed so that within each experiment, shape would be the reliable trait in two treatments, and color the reliable trait in the other two. Which colors and shapes were associated with 'good' and 'bad' prey were permuted within the treatments in which they were the reliable trait. The full array of treatments is presented in [Figure 2---figure supplement 1](#fig2s1){ref-type="fig"}. Subjects began the game with their life bars at half full so that they could encounter eight 'bad' prey in a row before dying. This was intended to give them motivation to forage yet made it unlikely that they would actually 'die'. If they did die, the training trial ended, but the flow of the game did not otherwise change.

Once subjects completed the training trial, they were told that they had the opportunity to play a bonus round (the test trial) to increase their score. They were told that they could attack as many prey as they liked in the bonus round, but that they could stop whenever they wanted to. They were also told that they would receive absolutely no feedback until the bonus round was over. We designed the test trial without feedback so that subjects would not continue to learn (and hence change the categories they had formed) during the test trial. The prey in the test trial were always the same no matter what experimental treatment subjects experienced. These test prey always included prey with four values of the reliable trait (two good, two bad). After subjects finished the test trial, they were told their total score across both rounds. This was calculated as the sum of all 'good' prey attacked less all 'bad' prey attacked, but subjects were not informed of this formula -- the only purpose of telling them these scores was to keep them motivated in both the training and test trials. By making it difficult to tell exactly how the score was calculated, though, we encouraged them to focus on their life bar during training trials, which continued to fluctuate with a cost:benefit ratio of 2:1 for bad:good prey.

Subjects experienced each of the five experiments in random order, taking the test trial immediately after completing each one ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). The only exceptions to this were a few subjects that completed fewer than five experiments to improve the balance of our design. A pseudo-random design might have made this unnecessary, but we did not want to unintentionally induce any bias in the order in which treatments were presented.

When subjects had completed all five experiments and the respective test trials, they were asked to take a color blindness test (Ishihara plates 6, 8, 13, and 23). This did not constitute a medically professional diagnosis of color blindness, so they were not informed of their results, but any subject failing the test was excluded from the final dataset. In total, we recruited 45 volunteers who passed this basic test from the Carleton University Student Union in Ottawa, Canada.

Data analysis {#s3-2}
-------------

We designed our analysis of the test trial to answer the question of how well the reliable trait predicted subjects' behavior in each experiment, relative to the unreliable trait. This was critical to testing the predictions of the first two hypotheses about species richness ([Figure 3A & B](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}), and the hypothesis about evenness ([Figure 3D](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}).

There were three steps to this analysis: the first was to find, in each experiment, the estimated effects of the reliable and unreliable traits on subjects' decisions to attack or reject prey. We estimated these effects with a statistical model of subjects' decisions. Second, we found the *difference* between the effects of the reliable and unreliable traits in each experiment. Third, we performed pairwise comparisons of these differences between experiments. This required finding the differences of differences. Both of these difference calculations used parameter estimates that we obtained from the statistical model. We describe our methods below, and also refer readers to the RMarkdown in [Supplementary file 1](#supp1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

It is necessary to understand the structure of the data. We analyzed subjects' attacks on focal prey, defined as the four most abundant prey present in the training trial (e.g. red boxes in [Figure 1A](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). The focal prey were also always present in the test trial. The test trial included some trait values that were not present in the training -- we eliminated them from analysis. To describe the effects of the reliable trait, which differed in its number of values between experiments, we recoded the values of the focal prey according to whether they were associated with profitability or unprofitabilty during training. That is to say, we combined $R_{i}^{+}$ and $R_{i}^{-}$ into just two values, R^+^ and R^-^. Taking an example from [Figure 1A](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}, circle and cross in Experiments 2 -- 5 were recoded as \'G\', and star and triangle were recoded as \'B\'. The end result of recoding was that the reliable and unreliable traits could be analyzed as factors with only two values, making them both binary ([Supplementary file 1](#supp1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). This made their relative contributions easy to compare by simply looking at their effect sizes once they had been centered and incorporated into a suitable statistical model ([@bib58]).

We fit a model that was designed to find the effects of the reliable and unreliable traits and their standard errors, rather than to fit our data as well as possible. To do this, we fit the model without an intercept, and without main effects of the reliable trait and unreliable trait. This violates the principle of marginality, but our aim was not to test hypotheses with the model. Excluding the intercept and two main effects allowed us to directly find the effects of interest, instead of having to perform additional calculations ([@bib58]). We took into account potential confounding variables in constructing our model, however, as they could affect estimates of the effects. Therefore, we included interactions with order, once it had been centered. Centering causes the estimates of lower-order terms to be made at the mean value of a variable, so that lower-order terms can be interpreted independently of interactions ([@bib58]). We also included subject identity as a main effect to control for variation among individuals (models that included it as a random effect did not converge). In R pseudocode, the model that we fit is shown below, with the specific quantities of interest in bold:

`glm((attacked, not attacked) ~ 0 + experiment + subject ID + unreliable trait:experiment + reliable trait:experiment + unreliable trait:experiment:order + reliable trait:experiment:order`

with a logit link function. All data are available in [Figure 1---source data 1](#fig1sdata1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

The model provided the estimates of the effects of the reliable and unreliable traits in each experiment, with standard errors. We used these estimates to find their differences. The difference was appropriate because log-odds were the units for effect size estimates from the model (since it was fit with a logit link). Log-odds are an ideal metric of trait importance to decision-making because they are easily converted into the odds of attack for different kinds of prey. If β~R1~ is the log-odds estimate for P(attack\|R^+^) -- P(attack\|R^-^) and β~U1~ is the log-odds estimate for P(attack\|U^+^) -- P(attack\|U^-^) in Experiment 1, then exp(β~R1~-β~U1~) gives the relative difference odds of attack due to the reliable trait compared to the unreliable trait in Experiment 1. For example, in Experiment 1 the effect size of the \'good\' value of the reliable trait is 3.36, and the corresponding estimate for the unreliable trait is 0.24. This means R^+^ prey have *e*^3.36^ = 28.8 times the odds of attack compared with prey that are R^-^, but U^+^ prey only suffer an increase in odds of attack of *e*^0.24^ = 1.27 compared to U^-^ prey. Finding their difference as 3.36 -- 0.24 = 3.12 means that in Experiment 1, R^+^ prey have *e*^3.12^ = 22.6 times the attack risk of U^+^ prey.

A function to find the difference in the effect of the reliable and unreliable traits in each experiment is simple subtraction (e.g., R~1~-U~1~). However, finding the standard errors of the difference is more complicated. The delta method is one way of approximating the standard error of a function of estimated effects ([@bib7]). To implement the delta method, we used the function deltaMethod from the \'car\' package in R 3.4.4 (see [Supplementary file 1](#supp1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}; [@bib21]). This completed the first difference calculation.

We again used the delta method to perform pairwise comparisons between the relative importance of traits between experiments, using a Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons. This allowed us to answer our question of how the use of the reliable versus unreliable traits changed across experiments. The statistical significance of our results depended on whether or not numerically calculated confidence intervals for the difference between estimates included zero or not, which is displayed in the groupings in [Figure 1B and C](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}.

We repeated the operations described above to find the difference of the *sums* of the effects of both traits, which is a way of describing the total discrimination of subjects in an experiment. We did this to test the prediction that high species richness results in random guessing ([Figure 3C](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}).

Finally, we tested the prediction that in uneven communities, predators would focus on the most abundant good prey. We modeled subjects' attack decisions just as we did above, but instead of using combined 'good' and 'bad' values of the reliable trait, we used the original focal prey values, for example circle, cross, star, triangle. Thus, there were up to two 'good' and two 'bad' values of the reliable trait. We used the likelihood ratio test to compare this model to the one we fit above. A significant difference in model fit would mean that subjects treated different values of good and/or bad prey differently, which is the qualitative pattern we observed in Experiments 4 and 5 ([Figure 1---figure supplement 2](#fig1s2){ref-type="fig"}). Note that although both models violated marginality, this does not matter for the comparison of fit that we performed between them.
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Summary:

This paper asks how generalist predators should choose their prey in species-rich prey communities if prey species are either fully palatable or fully unpalatable. The expectation is that trait generalization by predators should occur even at the expense of making some mistakes in choosing prey, because this increases foraging efficiency. The authors suggest that as a consequence of this expectation less perfect warning signals would be sufficient to deter predators in species-rich as compared with species-poor prey communities. As a further consequence, this might select for imperfect mimicry in diverse prey communities.

The initial expectation is tested with human subjects choosing mock prey species on a computer, of which 50% or species are good and 50% are bad, and all have a reliable (not generalized) and an unreliable (generalized) trait. The results generally confirm that in more diverse prey communities subjects switch from reliable to unreliable traits for identification. They also show that it is effective richness that matters, that is, species-rich but uneven communities still allow subjects to use the reliable trait of the abundant good prey species. Interestingly, subjects were better at learning to choose the good prey than at avoiding the bad prey. As a corollary, the theory may be more appropriate for mutualistic interactions such as between plants and pollinators, where generalization should lead to the evolution of similar flower traits between co-flowering species.

Essential revisions:

The reviewers identified three major areas that should be addressed during revisions. First, the scope of the paper is more focused than suggested by the title and Introduction. Second, the description of the statistical analysis is too sketchy and would not allow one to repeat the analysis. Third, the interpretation of the results should include a comparison with empirical data and discuss potential extensions and alternatives.

1\) Scope: it seems misleading to focus on mimicry in the title and Introduction, because the paper is not really about selection of imperfect mimicry. Please choose a title that reflects your main results. Using humans as predators is clever, but still you need more justification (or mention a caveat) about your assumption that psychological decisions translate to natural predator behavior.

2\) Statistics: the description of the data analysis is very hard to follow (especially the first, third and last paragraphs in the subsection "Data Analysis"). It is therefore hard to assess the appropriateness of the approach. It is important that you provide data and code so readers can do their own calculations. Generalized linear models with random terms can yield very different results depending on the specific method used. For example it can be dangerous to use readily available functions from *R* such as glmer, try at least a comparison with glm and constructing the correct approximate F-ratios from the mean deviance changes (make sure scale is estimated and not set to 1) (see e.g. textbook by McCullagh and Nelder). Also, weren\'t reliable and unreliable traits both present within each experiment? If so, how could there ever be an \'absence\' of one of these traits (subsection "Data Analysis", second paragraph)? There is also some concern why you are removing \'order\' from the analyses. Why not partition out its effects, but remain focused on interpreting your main hypotheses? You can still interpret lower-order effects in a model, even if higher-order interactions are present if contrasts are properly coded (for an example, see Schielzeth, 2010). It appears that the statistical analyses deal with the data from the test trials of the different experiments (Figure 2). However, this is not explicitly stated in the manuscript.

3\) Results and Discussion: first of all, consider renaming Results as \'Results and Discussion\' and renaming Discussion as \'Conclusions\'. This seems like a more logical grouping based on how the manuscript is written.

3a) Comparison with empirical data: please discuss to what extent imperfect mimicry is especially prominent in species-rich prey communities. Imperfect mimicry definitely occurs in species-poor prey communities, e.g. at high and low latitudes, whereas striking cases of highly perfected mimicry can be found in very species-rich communities. As an illustration, mimicry was discovered by Bates and Mueller through their perceived need for an explanation of striking similarity in appearance of certain butterfly species in very species-rich communities. Also, please look for publications/empirical data from observational studies and biodiversity experiments (e.g. German Exploratories or Jena Experiment and Cedar Creek biodiversity experiments, respectively) to compare with your predictions.

3b) Potential extensions and alternatives: if you want to keep the setting of co-evolution between prey and predators in diverse communities, you should expand the discussion to other possibilities besides generalists avoiding bad prey based on signal generalization. There is a potentially important aspect missing in your logic, namely that of competition between predators, which you should discuss. Usually, biodiversity experiments and observational studies find that with the number of prey species the number of predator species also increases. This is then tentatively explained by specialization (predator niche differentiation), which becomes possible with high prey diversity. Thus, while prey diversity may select for generalization in generalist predators, it may instead also select for the generalist predators to become more specialized on particular prey, thus making the need to identify bad prey obsolete, as indeed in part observed in your experiments. Provide more background about situations that require predators to negatively select out unpalatable prey as opposed to positively select palatable prey!

10.7554/eLife.43965.013

Author response

> Essential revisions:
>
> The reviewers identified three major areas that should be addressed during revisions. First, the scope of the paper is more focused than suggested by the title and Introduction. Second, the description of the statistical analysis is too sketchy and would not allow one to repeat the analysis. Third, the interpretation of the results should include a comparison with empirical data and discuss potential extensions and alternatives.
>
> 1\) Scope: it seems misleading to focus on mimicry in the title and Introduction, because the paper is not really about selection of imperfect mimicry. Please choose a title that reflects your main results. Using humans as predators is clever, but still you need more justification (or mention a caveat) about your assumption that psychological decisions translate to natural predator behavior.

We have changed our title to read "Signal categorization by foraging animals depends on ecological diversity" which is more in keeping with our main results. We have also reworked the first part of our Introduction to make it more general:

"Signals between species can evolve whenever selection favors both the evolution of a signal display by a "sender" species, and a response by a "receiver" species (Bradbury and Vehrencamp, 2011; Maynard Smith and Harper, 2003). \[...\] Here, we explore how signal evolution is affected by the set of stimuli present in communities of different levels of complexity."

We have added a paragraph explaining our rationale behind our use of human subjects:

"Human volunteers can readily be recruited to participate in short computer games that are completely harmless and yield large quantities of data. \[...\] Importantly, our experiments did not include XOR tasks, so human behavior is more likely to be representative of non-human species."

> 2\) Statistics: the description of the data analysis is very hard to follow (especially the first, third and last paragraphs in the subsection "Data Analysis"). It is therefore hard to assess the appropriateness of the approach. It is important that you provide data and code so readers can do their own calculations. Generalized linear models with random terms can yield very different results depending on the specific method used. For example it can be dangerous to use readily available functions from R such as glmer, try at least a comparison with glm and constructing the correct approximate F-ratios from the mean deviance changes (make sure scale is estimated and not set to 1) (see e.g. textbook by McCullagh and Nelder). Also, weren\'t reliable and unreliable traits both present within each experiment? If so, how could there ever be an \'absence\' of one of these traits (subsection "Data Analysis", second paragraph)? There is also some concern why you are removing \'order\' from the analyses. Why not partition out its effects, but remain focused on interpreting your main hypotheses? You can still interpret lower-order effects in a model, even if higher-order interactions are present if contrasts are properly coded (for an example, see Schielzeth 2010). It appears that the statistical analyses deal with the data from the test trials of the different experiments (Figure 2). However, this is not explicitly stated in the manuscript.

We apologise that our code was not visible to the reviewers, although it was uploaded with our submission. In this revision, our analysis is available as an RMarkdown document (Supplementary file 1).

The analyses we have conducted in the revision were done with glm, as glmer failed to converge with the additional interactions requested.

Our new analysis now includes order, using centered variables so we can interpret the estimates of interest even in the presence of a significant interaction with order (please see revised Materials and methods).

We have modified the third paragraph of the subsection "Data Analysis" so that it is clear we mean different factor levels of each trait.

Thank you for referring us to Schielzeth, 2010. We have used centering to repeat our analysis with higher-level interactions, while retaining the ability to analyze lower-level effects.

We have specified that the test trial was analyzed.

> 3\) Results and Discussion: first of all, consider renaming Results as \'Results and Discussion\' and renaming Discussion as \'Conclusions\'. This seems like a more logical grouping based on how the manuscript is written.

This is very sensible, we have made this change.

> 3a) Comparison with empirical data: please discuss to what extent imperfect mimicry is especially prominent in species-rich prey communities. Imperfect mimicry definitely occurs in species-poor prey communities, e.g. at high and low latitudes, whereas striking cases of highly perfected mimicry can be found in very species-rich communities. As an illustration, mimicry was discovered by Bates and Mueller through their perceived need for an explanation of striking similarity in appearance of certain butterfly species in very species-rich communities. Also, please look for publications/empirical data from observational studies and biodiversity experiments (e.g. German Exploratories or Jena Experiment and Cedar Creek biodiversity experiments, respectively) to compare with your predictions.

We have explored the literature to find such data, but very little is available. Certainly there are examples of poor mimicry at high latitudes, and precise mimicry at low latitudes, but currently data do not exist to test whether these are outliers, or the norm. We have suggested empirical studies worth more investigation at the end of the Results and Discussion, which include one from the Jena Experiment:

"Very few studies from natural systems have collated the data that would be required to measure the relationship between community diversity and signaling systems. \[...\] It would be interesting to know if this occurred because individual pollinators relied on coarser phenotypic categories in richer communities."

> 3b) Potential extensions and alternatives: if you want to keep the setting of co-evolution between prey and predators in diverse communities, you should expand the discussion to other possibilities besides generalists avoiding bad prey based on signal generalization. There is a potentially important aspect missing in your logic, namely that of competition between predators, which you should discuss. Usually, biodiversity experiments and observational studies find that with the number of prey species the number of predator species also increases. This is then tentatively explained by specialization (predator niche differentiation), which becomes possible with high prey diversity. Thus, while prey diversity may select for generalization in generalist predators, it may instead also select for the generalist predators to become more specialized on particular prey, thus making the need to identify bad prey obsolete, as indeed in part observed in your experiments. Provide more background about situations that require predators to negatively select out unpalatable prey as opposed to positively select palatable prey!

We are circumspect about competition between predators driving prey specialization directly; rich communities often have predator species that partition niche space spatially or temporally rather than by particular prey types (e.g. in species-rich Amazonia, some birds follow army ants, and some forage on individual territories). So it is not obvious how predator diversity would change our results. Nevertheless, the reviewers' point is very valuable and well taken: not all predators will experience the full diversity of a community. We have elaborated on the potential importance of this work to specialist or generalist predators:

"Our hypotheses might also be applicable to subsets of communities. \[...\] Habitat specialization could reduce the size of the community about which a particular bird must learn, allowing them to select for precise mimicry (or none at all) because coarse categorization based on key traits would not occur."
